ABSTRACT. This paper concerns the geometric structure of optimizers for frame potentials. We consider finite, real or complex frames and rotation or unitarily invariant potentials, and mostly specialize to Parseval frames, meaning the frame potential to be optimized is a function on the manifold of Gram matrices belonging to finite Parseval frames. Next to the known classes of equal-norm and equiangular Parseval frames, we introduce equidistributed Parseval frames, which are more general than the equiangular type but have more structure than equal-norm ones. We also provide examples where this class coincides with that of Grassmannian frames, the minimizers for the maximal magnitude among inner products between frame vectors. These different types of frames are characterized in relation to the optimization of frame potentials. Based on results by Łojasiewicz, we show that the gradient descent for a real analytic frame potential on the manifold of Gram matrices belonging to Parseval frames always converges to a critical point. We then derive geometric structures associated with the critical points of different choices of frame potentials. The optimal frames for families of such potentials are thus shown to be equal-norm, or additionally equipartitioned, or even equidistributed.
INTRODUCTION
The frame-based expansion of vectors in Hilbert spaces has become an increasingly popular tool in many areas of mathematics [7] , science and engineering [20] . Frames have many properties comparable to orthonormal bases, but are not required to form linearly independent sets, and therefore offer more flexibility to accommodate specific design requirements. Since the early days of frame theory [10] , structured frames have been given special consideration. The structure can be of an algebraic nature, for example when the frame is constructed with the help of group representations [10, 15, 8, 16] , or it can be present in the form of geometric conditions on the frame vectors. Such geometric conditions often result from frame design problems, for example when frames are used as analog codes for erasures [6, 17, 4, 19] , or for beam forming in electrical engineering [23, 27] , or for quantum state tomography [33, 26] . Equiangular tight frames are optimal for many of these applications. Such frames are most similar in character to orthonormal bases in that they provide simple expansions for vectors, the norms of all the frame vectors are identical and the inner products between any two frame vectors have the same magnitude. The optimality can be expressed conveniently in terms of a so-called frame potential.
It is appealing that optimization principles have such a simple geometric consequence. The characterization of equiangular tight frames was the motivation to implement numerical searches for equiangular Parseval frames via the minimization of frame potentials. However, it is known that equiangular tight frames do not exist for all numbers of frame vectors and dimensions of the Hilbert space [31, 32] . Thus, one is left with unanswered questions: Is there a more general structure for Parseval frames that includes equiangular ones as a special case and characterizes optimizers for certain frame potentials? Moreover, is there a program for the optimization of these frame potentials which is guaranteed to converge? The application-oriented optimality principles lead from the special case of equiangular tight frames to the class of Grassmannian frames. These minimize the maximum inner product among frame vectors subject to certain constraints [30] . However, there was no clear indication whether these frames exhibit special structures that might help with their design [17] .
This work was partially supported by NSF DMS-1109545 and by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. 1 The present work was driven by the question whether there is a larger class of structured frames that includes the equiangular tight case, which provides more examples of optimal frames. In order to study a large class of optimization problems, we have considered many types of frame potentials. Frame design by optimization of such potentials is often done by a gradient descent procedure, so the classification of critical points for the frame potentials is fundamental for the understanding of optimizers.
The results in this paper concern the relationship between the choice of frame potentials, real analytic functions on the manifold of Gram matrices belonging to Parseval frames, and the geometric character of optimizers. The structure of this paper is as follows: We first review and slightly extend results that characterize the structure of frames which meet certain bounds for frame potentials.
Apart from well-studied types of frames, such as equal-norm Parseval frames and equiangular Parseval frames, we introduce a new variant, which we call equidistributed Parseval frames. We demonstrate that this type exhibits many examples for any finite number of frame vectors and the Hilbert spaces they span. We also provide examples where this type of structure coincides with that of Grassmannian frames, the minimizers for the maximal magnitude appearing among all inner products between pairs of frame vectors.
We then show that a result of Lojasciewicz implies that, for any real analytic frame potential, the gradient descent converges to a critical point. In addition, the sublevel sets accessible to the gradient descent with a sufficiently small initial potential rules out the convergence of the gradient descent to the orthodecomposable case.
What remains is to classify critical points. Central to our main result is the development of a four parameter family of analytic frame potentials, {Φ α,β,δ,η = Φ Some results based on manifolds of equal-norm frames identify undesirable critical points for frame potentials, so-called orthodecomposable frames [5, 29] , see also [11] . In Section 4.3.1, we show that whenever the value of Φ η sum (G) is sufficiently low, then G cannot contain zero entries, thereby ruling out the orthodecomposable case. In Section 4.3.2, we see that whenever G contains no zero entries and ∇Φ δ diag (G) = 0 for all δ in a positive open interval, then G is equal norm. In Section 4.3.3, we show that whenever G contains no zero entries, it is equal-norm, and ∇Φ Combining these results in Section 4.3.4 leads to a theorem which states that whenever the value Φ α,β,δ,η (G) is sufficiently low and ∇Φ α,β,δ,η (G) = 0 for all α, β, δ in positive open intervals, then G is equidistributed. This is followed by Theorem 4.31, where we provide a characterization of equidistributed frames which do not exhibit orthogonality between any of the frame vectors.
Finally, in Section 4.4, we show how a limiting procedure can give rise to Grassmannian frames with desirable structures.
PRELIMINARIES

Elementary properties of frames.
2.1. Definition. A family of vectors F = {f j } j∈J is a frame for a real or complex Hilbert space H if there are constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that for all x ∈ H,
We refer to the largest such A and the smallest such B as the lower and upper frame bounds, respectively. In the case that A = B, we call F a tight frame, and whenever A = B = 1, then F is a Parseval frame. If f j = f l for all j, l ∈ J, then F is an equal norm frame. If F is a an equal-norm frame and there exists a C ≥ 0 such that | f j , f l | = C for all j, l ∈ J with j = l, then we say F is equiangular. The analysis operator of the frame is the map V : H → l 2 (J) given by (V x) j = x, f j . Its adjoint, V * , is the synthesis operator, which maps a ∈ l 2 (J) to V * (a) = j∈J a j f j .
The frame operator is the positive, self-adjoint invertible operator S = V * V on H and the Gramian is the operator G = V V * on ℓ 2 (J).
In this paper, we focus on the case that H = F K , where F = C or R, K is a positive integer, and always choose the canonical sesquilinear inner product. Thus, K always denotes the dimension of H over the field F. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to finite frames indexed by J = Z N , where N ≥ K, and reserve the letter N to refer to the number of frame vectors in the frame(s) under consideration. When the group structure of Z N is not important, we also number the frame vectors with {1, 2, . . . , N }, with the tacit understanding that N ≡ 0 (mod N ). Since this paper is mostly concerned with finite Parseval frames, we call a Parseval frame for
holds for all x ∈ F K . Hence, we obtain the reconstruction identity x = N j=1 x, f j f j , or in terms of the analysis and synthesis operators, x = V * V x. In this case, we also have that the the Gramian G = V V * is a rank-K orthogonal projection, because G * G = V V * V V * = V V * = G and the rank of G equals the trace, tr(G) = K.
Many geometric properties of frames discussed in this paper only depend on the inner products between frame vectors and on their norms, which are collected in the Gramian. This means, most of the results presented hereafter refer to equivalence classes of frames.
2.2. Definition. Two frames F = {f j } j∈J and F ′ = {f ′ j } j∈J for a real or complex Hilbert space H are called unitarily equivalent if there exists an orthogonal or unitary operator U on H, respectively, such that f j = U f ′ j for all j ∈ J. Each equivalence class of frames is characterized by the corresponding Gram matrix. Proof. Assuming G is the Gramian for the frame F as well as for the frame F ′ , then G = V V * = V ′ (V ′ ) * , where V and V ′ are the analysis operators belonging to F and F ′ , respectively. By the polar decomposition,
By the frame property, the range of U is identical to that of U ′ and that of G, so Q = U * U ′ is unitary, which shows that V * e j = Q(V ′ ) * e j for each canonical basis vector e j in ℓ 2 (J), or equivalently, f j = Qf ′ j for all j ∈ J. Conversely, if F and F ′ are unitarily equivalent, then it follows directly that the Gramians of both frames are identical.
Special emphasis is given to the Gram matrices of Parseval frames. By the spectral theorem and the condition G 2 = G this set is precisely the set of rank-K orthogonal projections, the Gram matrices of Parseval frames for F K .
Definition. We define for
This subset of the N × N Hermitians is, in fact, a real analytic submanifold (see Appendix A for a proof of this statement).
Equidistributed frames.
A type of frame that emerged in our study of frame potentials is what we call equidistributed. These frames include many structured frames that have already appeared in the literature: equiangular Parseval frames, mutually unbiased bases, and group frames.
2.5. Definition. Let F = {f j } N j=1 be an (N, K)-frame and let G be its Gramian. The frame F is called equidistributed if for each pair p, q ∈ Z N , there exists a permutation π on Z N such that |G j,p | = |G π(j),q | for all j ∈ Z N . In this case, we also say that G is equidistributed.
In other words, F is equidistributed if and only if the magnitudes in any column of the Gram matrix repeat in any other column, up to a permutation of their position. For Parseval frames, equidistribution implies that all frame vectors have the same norm.
Proof. By assumption, for each p ∈ Z N there exists π such that |G j,p | = |G π(j),1 | holds for the entries of the associated Gram matrix G for all j ∈ Z N and thus by the Parseval identity
The trace condition
for the Gram matrices of Parseval frames then implies that each vector has the claimed norm.
Below are a few examples to illustrate our definition. To begin with, any equiangular Parseval frame is equidistributed.
2.7.
Example. Equiangular Parseval frames. Let G be the Gram matrix of an equiangular (N, K)-frame. Since the magnitudes of the entries of any column of G consist of N − 1 instances of C N,K and one instance of K N , G is equidistributed. A class of frames with close similarities to equiangular Parseval frames is called Mutually Unbiased Bases [28, 18] . We show that a slightly more general class, Mutually Unbiased Basic Sequences, is equidistributed. In this case, the frame vectors are a collection of orthonormal sequences that are mutually unbiased. To include Parseval frames, we allow for an overall rescaling of the norms.
2.8.
Example. Mutually Unbiased Basic Sequences. Let N = M L and G be such that the matrix Q whose entries are Q j,l = |G j,l | is the sum of Kronecker products of the form
where b > 0, c ≥ 0, and the matrices I M and I L are the M × M and L × L identity matrices, and J M and J L are the matrices of corresponding size whose entries are all 1. Each row of G has one entry of magnitude b, L − 1 vanishing entries and (M − 1)L entries of magnitude c, so G is equidistributed. We also provide a concrete nontrivial example of such a (6, 4)-frame with M = 3 and L = 2.
Let ω = e 2πi/8 , a primitive 8-th root of unity, λ = 1 18 and let
One can verify that G = G * = G 2 and clearly tr(G) = 4. Thus, G ∈ M 6,4 . Since the magnitudes of the entries of every column consist of one instance of 0, one instance of 2 3 , and four instances of λ, it follows that G is equidistributed.
2.9.
Example. Group frames. Let Γ be a finite group of size N = |Γ| and π : Γ → B(H) be an orthogonal or unitary representation of Γ on the real or complex K-dimensional Hilbert space H, respectively. Consider the orbit F = {f g = π(g)f e } g∈Γ generated by a vector f e of norm f e = K/N , indexed by the unit e of the group. If F is a Parseval frame
, f e and left multiplication by h −1 acts as a permutation on the group elements.
To have the Parseval property, it is sufficient if the representation is irreducible, but there are also examples where this is not the case, such as the harmonic frames [14] which are obtained with the representation of the abelian group (Z N , +) on H.
Example. Tensor Products of Equidistributed Frames
and q = q 1 N 1 + q 2 , and let Q, Q 1 , and Q 2 denote the matrices whose entries are the absolute values of the entries of G, G 1 , and G 2 , respectively. Since G 1 and G 2 are equidistributed, row p of Q is of the form
where X is row p 2 of Q 2 and row q of Q is of the form
where Y is row q 2 of Q 2 . Since G 1 and G 2 are equidistributed, there is
and similarly, the magnitudes of the entries in Y are obtained from those in X by applying a permutation π 2 to the indices. Thus, the magnitudes of the entries of ρ q are a permutation of those of ρ p , so G is equidisributed.
2.3.
Grassmannian Parseval frames and equidistribution. It is known that equiangular Parseval frames do not exist for all choices of K and N ≥ K. In the absence of such frames, perhaps the best alternative is known as Grassmannian frames [30] . These minimize the maximal magnitude of the inner products between any two frame vectors, subject to certain constraints, for example among equal-norm frames. Here, we consider such minimizers among the family of Parseval frames. As before, we express this property of frames in terms of the corresponding Gram matrices.
2.11. Definition. Let G be the Gram matrix for any frame consisting of N vectors over F K and let µ(G) = max j =l |G j,l |. A frame F is called a Grassmannian Parseval frame if it is an (N, K)-frame and if its Gram matrix G satisfies
Since the space of rank-K orthogonal projections in F N ×N is compact, the minimum on the right hand side exists by the continuity of µ, and thus Grassmannian Parseval frames exist for any N and K.
In the usual topology of F N ×N , the Gram matrices belonging to equal-norm frames whose vectors have norm K/N form a paracompact set. Moreover, the subset of Gram matrices belonging to equal-norm (N, K)-frames is compact and non-empty for each K and N ≥ K. By the continuity of µ and the compactness, minimizers for µ always exist over this restricted space. We call such minimizers Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frames.
2.12. Definition. Let Ω N,K denote the set of Gram matrices corresponding to equal-norm frames
A frame F is called a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame if it is an equal-norm (N, K)-frame and if its Gram matrix G satisfies
By the set inclusion M N,K ∩Ω N,K ⊂ M N,K , a Grassmannian Parseval frame which is equal norm is a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame. Similarly, by M N,K ∩Ω N,K ⊂ Ω N,K , a Grassmannian equal-norm frame which is Parseval is also a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame.
In [17] , Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frames are shown to be the optimal frames when frames are used as analog codes and up to two frame coefficients are erased in the course of a transmission. Based on the numerical construction of optimal frames for R 3 , they did not seem to have a simple geometric structure, apart from the case of equiangular Parseval frames. Nevertheless, it is intriguing that there are other dimensions for which we can find equal-norm Parseval frames that are not equiangular, but equidistributed. We provide examples for the case where
then F = {f j : j ∈ Z N } is easily verified to be a Parseval and equidistributed frame, but it is not equiangular. Furthermore, as shown in [2] , this frame is a minimizer of µ over the space of equal norm frames, so it must also be a minimizer of µ over the intersection of the equalnorm and Parseval frames. Therefore, F is a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame which is equidistributed.
2.14. Example. Let K = 4 and N = 12. Consider the (12, 4)-frame F with analysis operator V whose vectors are given by the columns of the following synthesis matrix,
where a = 1/12. This is an equal-norm sequence of vectors which can be grouped into 3 sets of 4 orthogonal vectors, thus it is straightforward to verify that this is a Parseval frame for R 4 . In addition, inspecting inner products between the vectors shows that they form, up to an overall scaling of the norms, mutually unbiased bases. Thus F is equidistributed (and equal-norm). To see that this is a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame, we note that showing that a frame to be Grassmannian equal-norm is equivalent to showing that it corresponds to an optimal sphere packing; that is, we desire the absolute value of the smallest angle to be as large as possible. With this in mind, we compute that the absolute values of the sines of all possible angles between frame vectors belong to the set {1, √ 3/2}. The orthoplex bound (see [9] for details) shows us that √ 3/2 is indeed the largest possible value that the sine of the smallest angle in such a frame can take, thereby verifying that this is a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame.
BOUNDS FOR FRAME POTENTIALS AND STRUCTURED FRAMES
Special classes of frames are characterized with the help of inequalities for frame potentials, which relate to Frobenius norms. This is the case for equal-norm Parseval frames and for equiangular Parseval frames.
3.1. Definition. The p-th frame potential of a frame F = {f j } N j=1 for a real or complex Hilbert space H is given by
Benedetto and Fickus showed that among frames {f j } N j=1 whose vectors all have unit norm, the tight frames are minimizers for Φ 1 [1] . We adjust the norms to obtain a characterization of equal-norm Parseval frames.
Theorem (Benedetto and Fickus
[1]). Let F = {f j } N j=1 be a frame for F K , with F = R or C, let f j 2 = K/N for each j ∈ Z N , then Φ 1 (F) = N j,l=1 | f j , f l | 2 ≥ K
and equality holds if and only if F is Parseval.
Proof. The assumption on the norms is equivalent to the condition on the diagonal entries, G j,j = K/N , of the Gram matrix G = V V * of the frame F. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product,
, where P is the orthogonal projection onto the range of G in ℓ 2 (Z N ). However tr(GP ) = tr(G) = K = tr(P ) = tr(P 2 ), thus the claimed lower bound follows. The case of equality holds if and only if G and P are collinear, which means whenever F is Parseval.
In analogy with the characterization of tight frames, if equiangular tight frames exist among unit-norm frames, then they are minimizers for Φ p if p > 1 [26, 25] , see also [32] . Again, we present this result with rescaled norms to replace tight frames by Parseval frames.
be a frame for F K , with F = R or C, and f j 2 = K/N for all j ∈ Z N , and let p > 1, then
and equality holds if and only if F is an equiangular Parseval frame.
Proof. With the elementary properties of equal-norm frames and Jensen's inequality, we obtain the bound
Expressing this in terms of Φ 1 and using the preceding theorem then gives
Moreover, equality holds in the Cauchy-Schwarz and Jensen inequalities if and only if F is Parseval and if there is
If equality holds, then inspecting the proof shows that the magnitude of the off-diagonal entries of the Gram matrix is a constant, see also [13] , [17] , and [30] , which we record for further use,
is a frame for F K with f j 2 = K/N for each j ∈ Z N and Φ p (F) achieves the lower bound in the preceding theorem then F is Parseval and
By definition the value of Φ p (F) only depends on the entries of the corresponding Gram matrix. Thus, the characterizations of equal-norm (N, K)-frames and of equiangular (N, K)-frames are implicitly statements about equivalence classes of frames.
Corollary. If two frames
For this reason, we consider instead of Φ p the corresponding function of Gram matrices. Moreover, it is for our purposes advantageous to consider the compact manifold M N,K consisting of Parseval frames instead of the open manifold of equal-norm frames. In this setting, we have analogous theorems which characterize the equal-norm case and the equiangular case.
and equality holds if and only if
Proof. We know that
and equality is achieved if and only if G j,j = G l,l for all j, l ∈ Z N . By summing the diagonal entries of G, we then obtain N G j,j = K for each j ∈ Z N .
In terms of (N, K)-frames {f j } N j=1 , the function estimated here is N j=1 f j 4 . Bodmann and Casazza called this a frame energy. They showed that if a Parseval frame has a sufficiently small energy, then under certain additional conditions an equal-norm Parseval frame can be found in its vicinity [3] .
Next, we state the characterization of equiangular Parseval frames. Since this was only published in a thesis, we are grateful for the opportunity to present the proof here.
and equality holds if and only if G j,j = K/N and |G j,l | = C N,K for each j = l.
Proof. We recall that by the fact that G is an orthogonal rank-K projection, one has that
With the help of these identities, we express the difference between the two sides of the inequality as a sum of quadratic expressions,
In this form it is manifest that this quantity is non-negative and that it vanishes if and only if G is a rank-K orthogonal projection with G j,j = K/N for all j and with
It is natural to ask whether a characterization of Grassmannian Parseval frames in terms of frame potentials exists. In order to formulate this in a convenient manner, we first introduce another type of frame potential.
Moreover, we define the off-diagonal sum potential of G as
where the Kronecker symbol δ j,l vanishes if j = l and contributes δ j,j = 1 otherwise.
Although for a fixed value of η a Grassmannian Parseval frame may fail to be a minimizer for Φ η od , the family of frame potentials {Φ
Moreover, if G ′ belongs to a Grassmannian Parseval frame and G
Although µ is continuous on M N,K , it is not globally differentiable. Thus, locating even local minima is difficult. Fortunately, we can reduce the minimization problem for µ to finding minimizers for a sequence of frame potentials. 
where the first equality follows from continuity of the max function. This shows that G belongs to a Grassmannian Parseval frame.
If the off-diagonal sum potential is properly complemented by terms for the diagonal entries of G, then a simple characterization of equiangular Parseval frames can be derived.
and equality holds if and only if G belongs to an equiangular Parseval frame.
Proof. We use Jensen's inequality to obtain
Now using the Parseval property gives N j,l=1 |G j,l | 2 = K and thus
Equality holds in Jensen's equality if and only if the average is over a constant. This implies that the diagonal entries equal G j,j = K/N and the magnitude of the off-diagonal entries equals C N,K .
To conclude this section, we show that equidistributed frames can be characterized in terms of families of frame potentials based on exponential ones. To prepare this, we introduce the notion of a frame being α-equipartitioned.
for all x, y ∈ Z N , then we say that F is α-equipartitioned.
3.14. Proposition. Let G = (G j,l ) N j,l=1 be the Gramian of an (N, K)-frame F, and let I ⊆ (0, ∞) be any open interval, then G is equidistributed if and only G is α-equipartitioned for all α ∈ I.
Proof. If G is equidistributed, the magnitudes of every column are the same as those of any other column, up to permutation. Thus, by definition of α-equipartitioning, it is trivial to verify that then G is α-equipartitioned for all α ∈ I.
Conversely, consider for each
x, y ∈ Z N be arbitrary. If f x (α) = f y (α) for all α ∈ R then since f x and f y are both analytic functions which agree on an open interval, it follows by the principle of analytic continuation that they must agree on all of (0, ∞). In particular, this means that
If the maximum magnitude in row x is not equal to the maximum magnitude of row y, then this equation cannot hold. Similarly, if these maximal magnitudes did not occur with the same multiplicity in each column, then again the equation would not be possible. Thus, we can remove the index sets M x and M y corresponding to the maximal magnitudes in rows x and y from the sum in the definition of f x and f y to obtain the new identity
for all α ∈ (0, ∞). Repeating the procedure of isolating the strongest growth rate shows that every possible magnitude that appears in row x must agree in multiplicity with every possible magnitude that appears in row y. In other words, the magnitudes in row x are just a permutation of those in row y. Since x and y were arbitrary, we conclude that G is equidistributed.
THE GRADIENT DESCENT ON M N,K
In this section, we first show that following a gradient descent associated with a real analytic frame potential always converges to a critical point. This depends heavily on results by Łojasiewicz. To apply these results, we use that when F = C (respectively F = R), the manifold M N,K is embedded in the (linear) manifold of Hermitian (respectively symmetric) N × N matrices equipped with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, which induces a topology on M N,K generated by the open balls B(X, σ) = {Y ∈ M N,K : Y − X < σ} of radius σ > 0 centered at each X ∈ M N,K . Moreover, the Hilbert-Schmidt norm induces a Riemannian structure on the tangent space T M N,K . Via the embedding, the tangent space T G 0 M N,K at G 0 ∈ M N,K is identified with a subspace of the Hermitian (respectively symmetric) matrices, and the Riemannian metric is the real inner product (X, Y ) → X · Y ≡ tr(XY ) = tr(XY * ) restricted to the tangent space.
We also recall that the gradient of a differentiable function F on M N,K is the vector field ∇F which satisfies the identity
for each G 0 ∈ M N,K and each curve γ ∈ C 1 (R, M N,K ) with γ(0) = G 0 and
The frame potentials we have defined on M N,K are all given in terms of real analytic functions of matrix entries. [22] ; see also [24] 
Theorem. ([21],
Proof. Since the manifold is real analytic, after choosing a chart Γ :
is a real analytic function on U . Thus, the Łojasiewicz inequality gives a bound for the values of F in terms of the Euclidean gradient ∇F in a set B(x, σ) ∩ U . However, Γ is a diffeomorphism, thus by the continuity of the matrixvalued function obtained from applying the Riemannian metric to pairs of the coordinate vector fields {
and by the fact that
The combination of the Łojasiewicz inequality in local coordinates with this norm inequality gives the claimed bound, valid in the neighborhood Proof. First, we observe that W (γ(t)) is a nonincreasing function, since
Furthermore, since M N,K is compact, there must some point G 0 ∈ M N,K along with an increasing sequence t n in R, t n → ∞, which satisfies that γ(t n ) → G 0 . Thus, the continuity of W together with the fact that t → W (γ(t)) is nonincreasing implies that lim
Since adding a constant to our energy function will not alter the gradient flow, let us assume without loss of generality that W (G 0 ) = 0 and W (γ(t)) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0.
If W (γ(t)) = 0 for some t 0 ≥ 0, then it follows that W (γ(t)) = 0 for all t ≥ t 0 . In particular, since ∇W (γ(t)) 2 = − d dt W (γ(t)) = 0, we haveγ(t) = ∇W (γ(t)) = 0 for all t ≥ 0. In this case, the proof is complete.
Henceforth, we will consider the case where W (γ(t)) > 0 for all t ≥ 0. Due to Corollary 4.2, we know that since W is real analytic in some neighborhood of G 0 , it follows that there exist C, σ > 0 and θ ∈ (0, 1/2] such that
for all t ≥ 0 where γ(t) ∈ B(G 0 ; σ) ∩ M N,K . Let ǫ ∈ (0, σ). Then there exists a sufficiently large t 0 ∈ R + that yields
Setting t 1 = inf{t ≥ t 0 : γ(t) − G 0 ≥ ǫ}, we note that the Łojasiewicz inequality is satisfied for t ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ), which gives us
Since this inequality holds for any t ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ), it follows by integrating both sides that for any t ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ] we have
This shows that t 1 = +∞, so that
Thus, we see that γ(t) ∈ L 1 (R + ), and conclude that γ(t) → G 0 as t → ∞.
4.2.
Characterization of fixed points for the gradient flow. We recall that when F = C (respectively F = R), the embedding of M N,K into the real vector space of Hermitian (respectively symmetric) N × N matrices induces a similar embedding of the tangent space to M N,K at G 0 ,
whereγ is the (matrix-valued) derivative of γ. We use this embedding to compute gradients and characterize where the gradient vanishes.
4.4. Lemma. Let G 0 ∈ M N,K , then the real linear map
is the orthogonal projection onto
Proof. As a first step, we observe that because P G 0 is idempotent, its range is the real vector space
We show that this vector space contains each tangent vector at G 0 . Let γ : (a, b) → M N,K be a smooth curve such that 0 ∈ (a, b) and γ(0) = G 0 . Since γ(t) is an orthogonal projection for all t ∈ (a, b), one has that γ(t) * = γ(t) and γ(t) = γ(t) 2 = γ(t) 3 for all t ∈ (a, b). Therefore, differentiating γ(t) 2 − γ(t) 3 = 0 yields γ(t)γ(t)γ(t) = 0 . If X =γ(0), then at t = 0 this gives
Similarly, if ι(t) = I, then the equations for the complementary projection, ι(t) − γ(t) = (ι(t) − γ(t)) 2 = (ι(t) − γ(t)) 3 result in the identity
for X =γ(0). This, together withγ(0) * =γ(0) shows that each tangent vector is in V G 0 . Moreover, from Appendix A.1, we know the dimension of M N,K is 2K(N − K) when F = C and K(N − K) when F = R. If U is a unitary (respectively orthogonal) matrix whose columns are eigenvectors of G 0 , the first K columns corresponding to eigenvalue one, then if X = X * and
with some Y ∈ F K×N −K , so the real dimension of the space V G 0 is 2K(N − K) when F = C and K(N − K) when F = R. This is precisely the dimension of the real manifold M N,K , thus the vector space is the span of all the tangent vectors. Finally, we note that the map P G 0 is idempotent and self-adjoint with respect to the (real) HilbertSchmidt inner product. Thus, it is an orthogonal projection onto its range, the tangent space of M N,K at G 0 .
Since P G 0 is the orthogonal projection onto T G 0 M N,K , it can be used to construct Parseval frames for T G 0 M N,K from suitable orthonormal sequences. We first discuss the complex case and then the real case. In the following, ∆ a,b with a, b ∈ Z N denotes the matrix unit whose only non-vanishing entry is a 1 in the ath row and the bth column. 4.5. Theorem. Suppose F = C and let {S a,a : a ∈ Z N } ∪ {S a,b , T a,b : a, b ∈ Z N , a > b} be the orthonormal basis for the real vector space of the anti-Hermitian N ×N matrices given by S a,a = i∆ a,a ,
Proof. We first note that because S a,b and T a,b are anti-Hermitian,
, which shows the simplified expressions for the projections onto the tangent space. Next, we show the Parseval property. Since {S a,b , T a,b } N a,b=1 is an orthonormal basis, the orthogonal projection P G 0 maps it to a Parseval frame for its span. This means we only need to show that the span of the projected vectors is the space of all tangent vectors at G 0 .
Conjugating the orthonormal basis vectors {S a,a : a ∈ Z N } ∪ {S a,b , T a,b : a, b ∈ Z N , a > b} with a unitary U does not change the span. We choose U so that it diagonalizes G 0 , with the first K columns of U belonging to eigenvectors of G of eigenvalue one. Thus
where I K and I N −K are identity matrices of size K × K and (N − K) × (N − K). Inserting the definition of S a,b shows that this is zero unless a > K and b ≤ K. In that case,
Similarly, if a > K and b ≤ K, then
The set {iU T a,b U * , −iU S a,b U * } a>K,b≤K is by inspection the orthonormal basis of a 2K(N − K)-dimensional real vector space of Hermitian matrices. Since this is in the range of P G 0 , it is a subspace of the tangent space. Its dimension then shows that the set {iU T a,b U * , −iU S a,b U * } a>K,b≤K spans the entire tangent space. Consequently, 
for the tangent space
Proof. The proof follows verbatim the proof of the complex case, with {S a,b } a≥b omitted from the basis of the anti-Hermitian matrices. We note that after conjugating with a suitable orthogonal matrix U , the resulting projection of T a,b , with a > K and b ≤ K, onto the tangent space is
which is indeed a real symmetric matrix. Dimension counting then gives that the image of {T a,b } a>b is a basis for the K(N − K)-dimensional space of tangent vectors at G 0 .
The appearance of anti-Hermitian (respectively anti-symmetric) matrices is natural if one considers that selecting G 0 ∈ M N,K and a differentiable function u ∈ C 1 (R, U (N )) with values in U (N ) (respectively O(N )), the manifold of N × N unitary (respectively orthogonal) matrices, induces curves in M N,K of the form γ(t) = u(t)G 0 u * (t) .
If u(0) = I then from d dt u(t)u * (t) = 0, we see thatu(0) +u * (0) = 0, so A =u(0) is anti-Hermitian (respectively anti-symmetric) anḋ
We denote the underlying map by
and consider the associated tangent map DΠ G 0 . We recall that the embedding of the tangent spaces T I U (N ) (respectively T I O(N )) and of T G 0 M N,K in F N ×N induces via the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product a Riemannian structure on the tangent spaces.
Corollary. The tangent map DΠ
Proof. The preceding theorems show that the map DΠ G 0 is the synthesis operator of a Parseval frame, so it is a surjective partial isometry.
In order to characterize fixed points of the gradient flows associated with each potential, we lift frame potentials and gradients to the manifold of unitary (respectively orthogonal) matrices.
Given a function Φ : M N,K → R and G 0 ∈ M N,K , we consider the lifted function
when F = R. Proof. We first cover the complex case. Letting γ(t) = u(t)G 0 u * (t), u(0) = I andu(0) = A = −A * , then the chain rule gives
In the real case, A * is simply the transpose of A, so A = −A * means that A is skew-symmetric rather than anti-Hermitian. The same argument as in the complex case applies.
Frame potentials and properties of their critical points.
From the last part of this section we have learnt that the gradient descent for any real-analytic frame potential always approaches a critical point of the frame potential. Next, we direct our attention to the geometric character of the critical points corresponding to several choices of frame potentials. An essential tool for the characterization of critical points is that by the last corollary, ∇Φ vanishes at G 0 if and only if ∇Φ G 0 vanishes at I.
We start with ∇( E α x,y ) G (I). From here on, when computing the gradient ∇ Φ G (I) corresponding to any frame potential Φ, we suppress the subscript G and the argument I and simply write ∇ Φ.
4.9.
Lemma. Let F = C or F = R. Let G ∈ M N,K , α ∈ (0, ∞) and x, y ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, and let ( E α x,y )(U ) = E α x,y (U GU * ) , then the (a, b) entry of the gradient of E α x,y at I is given as follows:
In particular, if x = y, then
for a < b as before. We first compute the entries of the matrices S a,b G − GS a,b and
and
Thus, when F = C, summing the components of the gradient gives
Using the fact that G j,l = G l,j for all j, l ∈ Z N when F = R, we obtain again
Because the expression for ∇ E α x,y does not depend on whether F = C or F = R, we do not distinguish between the two cases for the remaining gradient computations. 
Proof. By linearity of the gradient operator, we have
By applying Lemma 4.9, the claim follows.
In the investigation of gradient descent for equal-norm frames, nontrivially orthodecomposable frames presented undesirable critical points [11] . We show that this class of frames does not pose problems for our optimization strategy when an initial condition is met. 
In terms of its Gram matrix G, a frame F is nontrivially orthodecomposable if there is some permutation matrix P which makes G block diagonal,
where G ′ 1,1 ≡ 0 and G ′ 2,2 ≡ 0. A sufficiently small initial value of the sum potential rules out that the gradient descent on M N,K encounters such orthodecomoposable frames.
4.12. Proposition. Let G ∈ M N,K and η > 0. Suppose that
then G contains no zero entries.
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Let G j,l = 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume that j = l because if a diagonal entry in G vanishes, then so do all entries in the corresponding row. Now we can perform Jensen's inequality for the entries other than G j,l and G l,j and obtain
Inserting the value for C N,K and using the Parseval property gives the claimed bound.
The diagonal potential and equal-norm Parseval frames.
Definition. Let
Then the (a, b) entry of the gradient of Φ δ diag is given as follows:
Proof. Observe that by linearity of the gradient operator, we have
By summing over the different cases for x and applying Lemma 4.9 , the claim follows. Proof. Recall from Proposition 4.14 that each (a, b) entry of ∇ Φ δ diag is given by
Thus, by hypothesis and Corollary 4.8, we have
Since [∇ Φ δ ] a,b is constant for all δ ∈ I and since Ψ does not depend on δ, taking the derivative of this expression with respect to δ yields
for all a, b ∈ Z N and for all δ ∈ I. Since G contains no zero entries, we can cancel the factor 2G a,b in these equations to obtain
for all a, b ∈ Z N and all δ ∈ I. By the strict monotonicity of the function x → x 3 e δx 2 on R + , this implies G a,a = G b,b for all a, b in Z N . This is only possible if G is equal-norm, so we are done.
4.3.3.
The chain potential and equipartitioning.
We define the link potential L α,β
Next, we compute the gradient of R α,β x at I.
4.17.
Lemma. Let G ∈ M N,K , α ∈ (0, ∞) and x ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, and let R α,β
x (U GU * ), then the (a, b) entry of the gradient of R α x at I is given as follows:
Proof. This computation follows immediately from Lemma 4.9 by observing that, because of linearity of the gradient operator, we have
x at I is given as:
Proof. If we let h(t) = t 2 , then we see that
Therefore, by applying the chain rule and linearity of the gradient operator, we see that
The rest follows by Lemma 4.17.
For notational convenience, we define ϕ α : 
Proof. Observe that
By summing over the different cases for j and using Lemma 4.18, the claim follows, where we have isolated the nonzero terms which are multiplied by the parameter β (i.e., corresponding to j = a − 1, j = a, and j = a + 1).
is any real analytic function that does not depend on the parameters α or β. Let G ∈ M N,K be equal-norm with no zero entries, fix α ∈ (0, ∞), and suppose that ∇Φ
Proof. Since Ψ does not depend on β and since ∇Φ α,β ch = 0 for all β ∈ J, then using corollary 4.8 and taking the partial derivative with respect to β of an
ch ] a,b for the case where b = a + 1 (ie, along the superdiagonal), thereby inducing a set of equations which will lead to the desired result. So, from here on, we suppose that b = a + 1.
First, we observe a simplification that results from the assumption that G is equal-norm. Referring back to Proposition 4.19, we note that every additive term of [∇ Φ ch ] a,b has a factor of the form
However, since G is equal-norm, we can replace each of these factors with (R α j (G) − R α j+1 (G)) to denote the fact that the β terms corresponding to the diagonal entries have canceled because of the equal-norm property. After doing this, we see that there are only three terms of [∇ Φ α,β ch ] a,b which still depend on β. Now the desired partial derivative is easy to compute, which yields
Since G contains no zero entries, we can cancel the factor(s) −4 
The circulant matrix A is the polynomial A = −3I + 3S − S 2 + S N −1 of the cyclic shift matrix S. Therefore, its eigenvectors coincide with those of S,
and by the spectral theorem the eigenvalues of A are then given by
where ω j = e 2πij N , the N th roots of unity, are the corresponding eigenvalues of S. The system Ax = 0 is homogeneous, so we would like to obtain the zero eigenspace of A. By letting j ∈ Z N , setting λ j = 0, and then factoring, we obtain
Inspecting both factors, we see that λ j = 0 iff ω j = 1 iff j ≡ 0 mod N . Thus, the zero eigenspace is 1-dimensional and spanned by the vector of all ones. In particular, this shows that
In other words, G is α-equipartitioned. Proof. Since J is an open interval, it follows by proposition 4.20 that G is α-equipartitioned for every α ∈ I. Therefore, by Proposition 3.14, G is equidistributed.
4.3.4.
A characterization of equidistributed frames. Finally, we combine these definitions to obtain the family of potential functions which will yield our main theorem, as defined below. 
Proof. Since G is a family-wise critical point, ∇Φ α,β,δ,η (G) = 0 for all α ∈ I, β ∈ J and δ ∈ T .
then it must also be the case that Φ Alternatively, we can relax the requirement on the value of the potential and simply assume that our family-wise critical point contain no zero entries. It is clear from the preceding proof that this would also yield equidistributivity, as stated below. Proof. Since G is equidistributed, we see immediately that Φ α,β ch (G) = 0 for all α, β ∈ (0, ∞), so it follows that ∇Φ α,β ch (G) = 0 for all α, β ∈ (0, ∞). Similarly, since G must also be equal-norm, we have Φ δ diag (G) = 0 for all δ ∈ (0, ∞), which implies∇Φ δ diag (G) = 0 for all δ ∈ (0, ∞).
sum (G) = 0 for all α, β, δ ∈ (0, ∞), so the claim follows.
The assumption in the preceding proposition is met when the frame is generated with a group representation as specified below. 
Proof. Fix η ∈ (0, ∞). Since G is equidistributed (see Example 2.9), it is equal norm, so the last two additive two terms from the (a, b) gradient entry in Proposition 4.10 cancel. Therefore, to show that the gradient vanishes, it is sufficient to show that
for all a, b ∈ Γ. As a first step, we note that the group representation gives G x,y = f y , f x = π(x −1 y)f e , f e ≡ H(x −1 y). Thus, we can change the summation index and get
We also note that |H(g)| = |H(g −1 )|, so in combination with changing the summation index we obtain
Finally, using the fact that the Gram matrix has the assumed structure gives
This completes the proof, since η was arbitrary.
The claimed property of the Gramian is true if Γ is abelian. 
There is an abundance of equidistributed Parseval frames obtained with representations of abelian groups, in particular the harmonic frames that exist for any combination of the number of frame vectors N and dimension K ≤ N . The gradient of the sum energy also vanishes for any Gramian corresponding to a mutually unbiased basic sequence which has been rescaled to admit Parsevality. Proof. Fix η ∈ (0, ∞). We recall that the Gram matrix has diagonal entries that are equal to K/N , and the other entries either vanish in diagonal blocks or have the same magnitude in off-diagonal blocks. Assuming the frame vectors are grouped in M subsets of size L, then N = M L and there are M (M − 1)L 2 off-diagonal entries of the same magnitude C M,L,K . Based on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of G, we then have
In order to make the block structure apparent in the notation, we write the matrix G as G = (G (p,q) x,y ) p,q∈Z M ,x,y∈Z L , where the doubly-indexed superscript indicates in which block the entry is and the subscript indicates the position within the block. The absolute value of any entry then satisfies
To see the claim, we verify that every entry of ∇ Φ η sum vanishes. Since this is automatically true for the diagonal entries, let (p, x), (q, y) ∈ Z S × Z L with (p, x) = (q, y). One has that either p = q or p = q. If p = q, then re-expressing the identity in Proposition 4.10 in terms of block notation and noting that the last two terms on the right-hand side cancel due to the equal-norm property yields
The first series on the right-hand side is zero because G On the other hand, if p = q, then we get
The first series vanishes because G (p,p) x,t = 0, the second one because G As a consequence of this Proposition and of Proposition 4.26, we know that Examples 2.13 and 2.14 provide us with family-wise critical points.
If the Gramian does not contain vanishing entries, then we can characterize equidistributed frames, taking advantage of the fact that the term Φ η sum in Φ α,β,δ,η is no longer needed in this case. in the proof strategy from Proposition 3.10, which shows that G corresponds to a Grassmannian Parseval frame. Finally, since each G(m) is equal-norm, it follows that G must also be equal-norm. Therefore, G is a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame.
If the sequence of minimizing Parseval frames has the stronger property of being equidistributed, which implies that it is equal norm, then the limit of the corresponding subsequence is equidistributed as well. for all a, b ∈ Z N . Since this is true for every α ∈ (0, ∞), G is equidistributed by Proposition 3.14. Additionally, being the limit of a sequence of minimizers for {Φ ηm sum } m∈N , G is also a Grassmannian Parseval frame.
If we know that if each G(m) is a family-wise critical point without vanishing entries, then we can characterize this limit in terms of the gradient of frame potentials. The existence of equiangular Parseval frames for certain pairs of N and K provides an abundance of examples for which this theorem holds; however, due to our current inability to verify when a non-equiangular critical point of Φ α,β,δ,η is at an absolute minimum, we are unable to state outright that non-equiangular, equidistributed frames exist which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.34. Based on numerical experiments, it is our conjecture that Example 2.8 is an absolute minimizer of Φ α,β,δ,η for all η ∈ (0, ∞) and therefore corresponds to a Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frame which is equidistributed.
In addition, we know that the conclusion of the preceding theorem can hold even if G contains vanishing entries, as provided in examples of family-wise critical points given by the equidistributed Grassmannian equal-norm Parseval frames in Examples 2.13 and 2.14.
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Both authors would like to express thanks for the hospitality of the American Institute of Mathematics where the outline of this work took shape, and would like to thank Dustin Mixon for drawing attention to the intriguing interplay between Grassmannian and equidistributed frames. B. G. B. acknowledges the great hospitality of Gitta Kutyniok and her group at the Technische Universität Berlin where this paper was completed. Proof. As before, we define M N,K as the set of N × N orthogonal projections with rank K. Given any G 0 ∈ M N,K , we can find a subset of indices, J = {n 1 , n 2 , ..., n K } ⊂ Z N of size |J| = K such that the rows of G indexed by J are linearly independent. By the orthogonality of G, removing the rows and columns corresponding to the indices in Z N \ J from G 0 then yields the Gramian (G 0 ) J,J of the row vectors indexed by J, which is invertible since the rows are linearly independent. By continuity of the determinant in the entries of a matrix, there exists ǫ > 0 such that for any G ∈ M N,K ∩ B(G 0 ; ǫ) the K × K submatrix G J,J consisting of the rows from G indexed by J is invertible. Now, for G ∈ B(G 0 ; ǫ) ∩ M N,K , consider the map
Noting thatφ J (G) contains a K × K identity submatrix, we define the chart φ J (G) to be the K × (N − K) matrix given byφ J (G) = (I K φ J (G)), thereby defining what will be our local coordinates in F K×(N −K) . Thenφ J is analytic, since the inverse of G J,J is rational in its entries; hence, φ J is also analytic, since there is no loss of analyticity in the removal of entries. To see that φ J has an analytic inverse, we show that we can reconstruct G from φ(G) in an analytic fashion. First, we reinsert the K × K identity block in a way that corresponds to J so that we have recovered the K × N matrix A :=φ J (G) = (G J,J ) −1 G J,N , as above. Next, we form the K × K Gram matrix Q = AA * = (G J,J ) −1 G J,N (G J,N ) * ((G J,J ) −1 ) * . Since G J,N was extracted from an orthogonal projection, G J,N (G J,N ) * = G J,J , so that Q = (G J,J ) −1 is analytic in the coordinates. Next, we orthogonalize the rows of A to obtain B := Q −1/2 A = (G J,J ) 1/2 A. The negative square root of Q is seen to be analytic in Q via a convergent power series expansion of (cI − (cI − Q)) −1/2 in terms of the powers of cI − Q, where c > Q . The rows of B then provide an orthonormal basis with the same span as the rows of A and BB * = I. Thus, B is the synthesis operator of a Parseval frame with the Gram matrix
We see that the entries of G are analytic in the coordinates if there is c > 0 such that the power series expansion of (cI − (cI − Q)) −1/2 converges, so φ 
